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Estimates the cost of a disease on a 
defined population

Not commonly used, just list of 
consequences (no calculations)





The aim of the study is to compare the costs and effectivness
of 2 new adjunctive therapies, Breathagain and 
Asthmabegone with ICS  use alone.





Asthma begone had similar effectiveness but at lower cost..





The objective of the study was to compare  the cost 
of Oncoplatin given in two doses with Oncoplatin
combined with NoNausea administered in one 
dose.









Utility scores were collected via Time trade off









The aim of the study is to conduct an economic analysis to 
determine if requiring all US senior  pharmacy students to 
be vaccinated against Roseolitis would be cost beneficial 









In a private hospital, let’s assume that the total average SFDs of 
100 patients on Therapy A equals 70 days while for patients on 
Therapy B (New therapy) equals 85 days per patient. The 
medication costs are EGP500 for therapy A but therapy B 
reduces it by 20%.  The costs of hospitalization (variable costs) 
for therapy A and B are EGP1000 and EGP1800 respectively. 
The fixed cost of hospitalization per patient equals EGP400. 

The average cost of office visit is EGP200 per patient. The 
resource use of patients on therapy A and B are 5 and 7 visits 
respectively. The emergency room visit costs EGP600 but there 
was no difference between therapy A and B in the resource 
use.

Mention the type of costs included in this study?

Calculate the ICER from the patient perspective and 
interpret your decision given that the threshold is EGP70,000? 



The total average life years gained of patients on Therapy X 
equals 5 years while for patients on Therapy Y (standard 
therapy) equals 3years. The utilities are 0.7 and 0.6 for  
patients on therapy X and Y respectively. The medication 
costs are EGP2,500 and EGP1,500 for therapy X and Y. The 
costs of hospitalization for therapy X and Y are EGP5,000. 
The costs of productivity are EGP8,500and EGP10,500 for 

therapy Y and X respectively.

Mention the type of this pharmacoeconomic study and the 
type of the outcome used (final or intermediate).

Calculate the ICER from the health care provider perspective 
and interpret your decision given that the threshold is 
EGP70,000.



Therapy B extends the life expectancy of patients compared to 
Therapy A by 3 years. Calculate its quality adjusted life years
(QALY) gain versus Therapy A.   



Drug CDrug BDrug A

At 52 w, ER: 70% At 52 w,  Efficacy Rate (ER): 

80%

BioequivalenceEfficacy

NoYes observationalNoEffectiveness data

7%4%5% of patientsSafety (AEs)

98%92%95%Tolerability

80% In RCTs95% in RCT s85% in RCT sCompliance

152indications

1133Years approved

OralHospitalSelf injectionMode of 

Administration

With Ace inhibitorsNoneNoneInteractions

GoodVery GoodModestQuality of evidence

AdultsAdults, pediatricAdultsPopulation

EGP 2000EGP 1500EGP 1000Cost Per month

1*GDP/Capita1*GDP/CapitaCost Effective 

(3*GDP/Capita)

Cost Effectiveness

New Innovative Original off patentBiosimilarOn/off patent

EuropeanUSAKoreaManufacturer

YesYesYesLocal Presence

102525Firm years in Egypt

321Strengths available

NoNoNoLocal Production

706567QoL data

1 Year4 YearsNoLocal Trial Data
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